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Opus Brilliance: OpusCube LED Video Wall

BOOTH 4231 Opus Brilliance’s OpusCube Fine Pixel Pitch LED Video Wall offers exceptional color, low heat and front maintenance.
The state-of-the-art screen is optimized for vivid images, seamless alignment with tight tolerances and brightness compensation to
deliver a full perfect image, in any configuration. Design your video wall to any size or configuration. The OpusCube produces
seamless quality performance, with flicker-free vivid images in any configuration. The viewing life on the OpusCube is more than
100,000 hours.

Origin Acoustics: Marquee Collection

BOOTH 3042 High-performance, no-holds-barred audio for the home theater, Origin Acoustics’ Marquee collection
is big sound from big speakers meant to rattle your bones when required. And yet, when the nuance of a summer
breeze or the soft shuffle of feet whispers from the silence, Marquee can reproduce those subtle effects with equal
fidelity. The LCRs are comprised of dual eight-inch woofers, dual five-inch midranges and a single titanium compression driver housed in a 44-inch tall extruded aluminum enclosure that can be mounted in or on the wall. The
accompanying surrounds feature the same dual five-inch and compression driver in a ported aluminum enclosure.
A 10-inch in-ceiling surround can serve as rear, side and Dolby Atmos channels depending on the theater’s design.

Peerless-AV: Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar

BOOTH 4615 Peerless-AV’s Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar offers a more powerful and durable outdoor audio solution.
Providing full range audio (50Hz-20kHz) and outputting 200 watts of total system power, the new soundbar produces higher quality sound at a greater level and is vigorous enough to overcome ambient noise found in outdoor
settings, making it a true outdoor solution. With an IP65 rating, the Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar can withstand
even the most extreme environments. The soundbar can also be used as a standalone product, thanks to Bluetooth
compatibility, which allows for music to be wirelessly streamed from any Bluetooth-enabled device.

PSB: SubSeries Subwoofers

BOOTH 5435 PSB is unveiling a pair of affordable yet formidable subwoofers that are equally at home in a home theater or high-performance music system. Both new subs—the SubSeries 250 and SubSeries 350—feature the “green” and powerful Class D discrete MOSFET
amplifier, which uses less energy to produce more power while reducing standby power to an industry low. Capable of 300 watts of continuous power and dynamic peaks of 900 watts, the SubSeries 350 offers a winning combination of power, high impact bass and musicality.

PVI: VuMATRIX With Wireless Control

BOOTH 1907 ProVideoInstruments (PVI) is launching the VuMATRIX, a plug-and-play receiver and transmitter
with wireless control through ProVideoInstruments’ application. VuMATRIX is a 4K high-definition receiver
and transmitter set distributing HDMI over an existing one Gb IP network. With unlimited expansion capabilities, the VuMATRIX allows users to connect a transmitter for each source and a receiver unit for each
TV on the network. Ideal for creating reliable, eye-catching video walls, the VuMATRIX can group multiple
receivers with plug-and-play presets through PVI’s free control software and the system can be controlled with the software or an included IR remote.

QMotion: Qbasic+

BOOTH 4301 QMotion, a Legrand brand, is launching Qbasic+, which helps homeowners easily upgrade their Qbasic
manual spring balanced shades to Qbasic+ spring balanced motorized shades without requiring a full reinstallation
of a whole new shade. Qbasic+ enables either a battery or hardwired solution to be installed in minutes. The solution, which includes an all-new adjustable bracket and either battery or QIS hardwired shades, allows homeowners to
upgrade onsite using the same brackets, tube, and fabric roll. Qbasic+ also works as an efficient option in mixed-use
development applications, where manual shades can be installed before a homeowner moves in, but still allowing the
tenant to upgrade to motorized shades whenever they choose.
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